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Abstract: In order to solve the problem of high bit error rate caused by frequent multiplication 
and accumulation operation of convolution module in digital communication, a high-speed digital 
communication signal processing system is designed based on C language. In the hardware part, 
with AD9364 chip as the core, the receiving channel and transmitting channel are designed to 
simulate and calibrate the digital signal to solve the DC bias and quadrature error. In the software 
part, the output signal of the loop filter is controlled, the channelized digital synchronous carrier 
model is constructed, and the convolution operation module is designed by using C language to 
improve the multiplication and accumulation operation ability. The symbol synchronization loop 
algorithm of communication signal is designed, the deviation between interpolation time and 
optimal sampling time is calculated, and the timing error is determined. The system test results 
show that under different SNR conditions, the measured and theoretical BER curves are basically 
consistent, and the difference between them is within 1dB at higher SNR, which is acceptable 
within the allowable error range, which verifies the effectiveness of the whole system scheme. 
Key words: C language; digital communication; signal processing; system design; carrier 
synchronization; symbol synchronization; 
0 Introduction 

After decades of development, wireless communication technology is increasingly perfect, 
widely used in various fields of communication, accelerating the development of social 
informatization. Since the beginning of this century, the development of mobile communication 
has further facilitated human life. The development of global satellite navigation systems such as 
Beidou, GPS and GLONASS has become the cornerstone of the communication fields such as TT 
C navigation, positioning and tracking. With the development of integrated circuit industry and 
digital signal processing algorithms, modern communication systems gradually uses digital 
communication systems to replace the traditional analog communication system. Compared with 
analog communication systems, the digital communication system has the characteristics of high 
system stability, short development cycle, easy integration and low cost, so it has good 
applicability. Due to the complexity of wireless communication channel, in the design of modern 
digital communication systems, efficient encoding and decoding technology is often used to 
improve the robustness of the system [1]. In digital communication, both the sender and the receiver 
are often not in the same place. In order to make both sides transmit information correctly, 
synchronization technology must be used to ensure that the receiver receives data correctly and 
carries out subsequent processing. Because the information in the transmission process will be 
affected by noise interference, the received signal carrier frequency has a certain offset compared 
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with the transmitted signal, so carrier synchronization technology is needed to compensate the 
carrier frequency offset. In the air to ground communication, such as the communication between 
high-speed mobile platform and the ground, there is a large relative speed between the sender and 
the receiver, which will cause additional carrier frequency offset to the received signal. Therefore, 
new carrier synchronization technology is needed to solve the carrier offset problem in this high 
dynamic environment. The receiver does not know the exact start time of each symbol, so it is 
necessary to use symbol synchronization technology to find the best sampling point of each symbol 
to ensure the correct processing of information [2]. With the development of VLSI and 
semiconductor technology, the digitalization and chip of communication system have been 
developed rapidly. Among them, ARM, DSP and FPGA play an important role in the digital 
process of communication system. In recent years, FPGA manufacturers Xilinx and Intel have 
introduced system on chip (SOC), which integrates FPGA, arm and DSP into one chip, further 
reducing the volume and power consumption of digital communication system. Synchronization 
technology is the key part of digital communication system design. Without accurate 
synchronization, there will be no correct transmission of information. Therefore, the theoretical 
analysis and engineering implementation of carrier synchronization and symbol synchronization 
is an important part of digital communication system design. It can be seen that the research on 
synchronization technology of digital communication system is very meaningful [3]. In this paper, 
the design of a high-speed digital communication signal processing system based on C language 
is helpful for getting more accurate demodulation results of symbol decisions, realize reliable data 
transmission, and improve the performance of the whole communication system. 
1 Hardware design of high speed digital communication signal processing system 

The hardware used in this paper is the RF expansion board AD-FMCOMMS4-EBZ with 
AD9364 chip as the core. This board supports FMC interface standard and can be configured by 
software. The hardware structure of the whole system is shown in Figure 1. The FPGA 
development board controls the RF development board of AD9364 chip, transmits data through 
SPI timing, and realizes AD9364 data receiving and transmitting [4]. Verilog HDL program is 
written by Quartus II, and AD9364 transceiver operation is completed by calling FPGA I/O 
register configuration, and baseband transceiver signal is observed by Signal Tap. 

 
Figure 1 System hardware structure 

AD9364 is a fully integrated RF transceiver chip, which integrates the whole RF circuit and 
part of baseband circuit in one chip (zero in structure), including a receiving signal path and a 
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transmitting signal path. The transmitting and receiving paths each use a local oscillator (LO), 
which is independent of each other. The receiving and transmitting Lo can be used to receive and 
transmit at different frequencies, so that AD9364 can work in frequency division duplex mode 
(FDD) or time division duplex mode (TDD) [5]. The tunable range of the oscillator is 70MHz-
6GHz, which is close to two orders of magnitude and covers almost all existing communication 
standards. It also has the function of analog and digital calibration, which can solve the problems 
of DC bias and orthogonal error of zero in structure. This means that it can achieve excellent 
performance of EVM and image suppression. 

The receiving channel mainly has the function of receiving RF analog signal and converting 
it into available baseband digital signal. In the analog part, AD9364 first receives the RF signal of 
a specific frequency band from the antenna. This RF signal is generally weak, it first enters a low 
noise amplifier (LNA) to amplify it, but also improves the signal quality [6]. In addition, because 
the LNA is at the front end, the external LNA can also be connected to the receiver, which is 
equivalent to redesigning the front end. The amplified RF signal is converted into analog baseband 
signal. The path consists of a transimpedance amplifier, a programmable analog low pass filter, a 
12 bit ADC, three half band filters and an FIR filter. The down converted analog signal is amplified 
by TIA, and the frequency band is selected by an analog low-pass filter [7]. Therefore, the turning 
frequency of the filter can be set. Baseband analog signal is converted into digital signal by A/D 
converter, and the sampled baseband digital signal is further optimized and decelerated by four 
digital decimation filters. Each digital filter can adjust the rate of output data by changing 
decimation factor. The obtained digital baseband signal can be transmitted to baseband processor 
through digital data port for various digital signal processing [8-9]. The gain control of AD9364 
receiving path is realized by a gain table written in advance, which allocates gain to each stage to 
obtain the best receiving performance. Through AGC or MGC in fast / slow mode, the BBP can 
adjust the gain as required, and the maximum gain is 90dB. In addition, the receiving channel has 
independent RSSI capability, DC offset tracking and self-tuning circuit. 

The digital baseband signal generated by FPGA is sent to AD9364 through 12 bit numerical 
data port for digital filtering, and then sent to D/A converter for processing. Finally, it is 
upconverted to the high frequency band suitable for transmission in wireless channel by RF front 
end. The transmitter receives 12 bit binary complement data in the form of I-Q from the digital 
interface, which is filtered and interpolated by a programmable FIR filter and three additional 
interpolation filters. These four digital interpolation filters can also be used alone or not [10]. By 
adjusting the sampling frequency of DAC, the digital baseband signal is output through DAC 
analog, and then through two analog low-pass filters to eliminate the sampling distortion, and 
through band shaping to reduce the interference of adjacent channels. The transition frequencies 
of these two low-pass filters are also programmable. In general, the transition frequency of the first 
LPF is set as 1.6 times of the bandwidth, and the transition frequency of the second LPF is set as 
5 times of the bandwidth. There is an attenuator at the output end to optimize the SNR by adjusting 
the attenuation, and finally output in the RF band. AD9364 transmission channel also has 
automatic correction circuit, which is used for automatic real-time adjustment. There is also a 
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transmission monitoring module in the transmission channel, which is used to monitor the output 
of the transmitter. It should be noted that the transmission monitoring module is only available in 
TDD mode, and the receiver should be idle at this time. 

The selected differential amplifier circuit and its parameter values are shown in Figure 2. 
When the differential amplifier circuit shown in Figure 2 operates, there is a tolerance of ± 5% 
between resistance and capacitance. 
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Figure 2 Differential amplifier 

The spectrum data obtained in Figure 2 is divided into low band data and high band data 
integration, as shown in Table 1 and Table 2. 
Table 1 Low band data 
Signal source 

frequency（Hz）

point（N）

Fundamental 

frequency（

N×Resolution）

Frequency deviation

（Hz）

200.0042200.04+0.40

point（N）

Fundamental 

frequency（

N×Resolution）

Frequency deviation

（Hz）

200.0042200.04+0.40

Fundamental 

frequency（

N×Resolution）

Frequency deviation

（Hz）

200.0042200.04+0.40

Frequency deviation

（Hz）

200.0042200.04+0.40

200.0042200.04+0.40 42200.04+0.40200.00 200.04+0.40200.0082 +0.40200.0082200.08
200.0082200.08+0.80 82200.08+0.80400.00 200.08+0.80400.0026

4400.26+0.26800.003
27800.24-
2.222000.004202000.
36+0.40Table 2 High 
band data 

+0.80400.00264400.2
6+0.26800.00327800.
24-
2.222000.004202000.
36+0.40Table 2 High 
band data 

400.00264400.26+0.2
6800.00327800.24-
2.222000.004202000.

264400.26+0.26800.0
0327800.24-
2.222000.004202000.

400.26+0.26800.0032
7800.24-
2.222000.004202000.

+0.26800.00327800.2
4-
2.222000.004202000.
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36+0.40Table 2 High 
band data 

36+0.40Table 2 High 
band data 

36+0.40Table 2 High 
band data 

36+0.40Table 2 High 
band data 

800.00327800.24-
2.222000.004202000.
36+0.40Table 2 High 
band data 

327800.24-
2.222000.004202000.
36+0.40Table 2 High 
band data 

800.24-
2.222000.004202000.
36+0.40Table 2 High 
band data 

-
2.222000.004202000.
36+0.40Table 2 High 
band data 

2000.004202000.36+
0.40Table 2 High 
band data 

4202000.36+0.40Tab
le 2 High band data 

2000.36+0.40Table 2 
High band data 

+0.40Table 2 High 
band data 

Table 2 High band data 
Signal source 

frequency（Hz） 
point（N） Fundamental 

frequency（

N×Resolution） 

Frequency deviation

（Hz） 

2500.006252500
.60+0.602500.002025

6252500.60+0.6
02500.0020252502.0
0-
2.643500.002434349
8.97-
2.044500.002639449
9.23-
0.845500.002460500
0.56+2.408000.00327
98000.75+0.76 

2500.60+0.6025
00.0020252502.00-
2.643500.002434349
8.97-
2.044500.002639449
9.23-
0.845500.002460500
0.56+2.408000.00327
98000.75+0.76 

+0.602500.0020
252502.00-
2.643500.002434349
8.97-
2.044500.002639449
9.23-
0.845500.002460500
0.56+2.408000.00327
98000.75+0.76 

2500.002025250
2.00-
2.643500.002434349
8.97-
2.044500.002639449
9.23-
0.845500.002460500
0.56+2.408000.00327
98000.75+0.76 

20252502.00-
2.643500.002434349
8.97-
2.044500.002639449
9.23-
0.845500.002460500
0.56+2.408000.00327
98000.75+0.76 

2502.00-
2.643500.002434349
8.97-
2.044500.002639449
9.23-
0.845500.002460500
0.56+2.408000.00327
98000.75+0.76 

-
2.643500.002434349
8.97-
2.044500.002639449
9.23-
0.845500.002460500
0.56+2.408000.00327
98000.75+0.76 

3500.002434349
8.97-
2.044500.002639449
9.23-
0.845500.002460500
0.56+2.408000.00327
98000.75+0.76 

24343498.97-
2.044500.002639449
9.23-
0.845500.002460500
0.56+2.408000.00327
98000.75+0.76 

3498.97-
2.044500.002639449
9.23-
0.845500.002460500
0.56+2.408000.00327
98000.75+0.76 

-
2.044500.002639449
9.23-
0.845500.002460500
0.56+2.408000.00327
98000.75+0.76 
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4500.002639449
9.23-
0.845500.002460500
0.56+2.408000.00327
98000.75+0.76 

26394499.23-
0.845500.002460500
0.56+2.408000.00327
98000.75+0.76 

4499.23-
0.845500.002460500
0.56+2.408000.00327
98000.75+0.76 

-
0.845500.002460500
0.56+2.408000.00327
98000.75+0.76 

5500.002460500
0.56+2.408000.00327
98000.75+0.76 

24605000.56+2.
408000.0032798000.
75+0.76 

5000.56+2.4080
00.0032798000.75+0.
76 

+2.408000.0032
798000.75+0.76 

8000.003279800
0.75+0.76 

32798000.75+0.
76 

8000.75+0.76 +0.76 

 
CCD collector is used for signal acquisition. The signal collector consists of signal acquisition 

module and computer interface module. The hardware structure of CCD collector is shown in 
Figure 3. The information acquisition module is mainly composed of optical sensor, a / D signal 
conversion chip and CPLD, which is responsible for the acquisition and access of optical 
communication signals. The computer interface module is composed of CPLD, buffer and 
PCI9054, which is responsible for signal caching and transmission. 
 
Figure 3CCD collector hardware structure 

When the signal collector starts working, the digital baseband signal filtering processing is 
carried out synchronously, as shown in Fig. 4. 

Adjust 
attenuation

Band shaping low pass fi lter

Adjust 
sampling 
frequency

Digital 
interpolat ion 

filter

High pass 
filter

Sender

Receiving end

 
Figure 4 Digital baseband signal filtering process 
2 Software design of high speed digital communication signal processing system 
2.1 Channelized digital synchronous carrier model 

In the high-speed digital communication signal processing system, the receiver needs to 
generate a carrier signal with the same frequency and phase. Due to the influence of transmission 
delay and Doppler shift, the phase is deviated. The receiver needs to generate the corresponding 
carrier frequency phase to compensate the received signal to eliminate the influence of frequency 
offset and phase offset on the subsequent demodulation performance. The process is carrier 
synchronization or carrier recovery [11]. When there is carrier frequency offset in the received 
signal, the instantaneous phase of the signal is no longer the transformation between the 8 phases, 
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but the phase rotation, which will have a serious impact. The process of carrier synchronization at 
the receiver is to estimate the delay. 

     , ,x t b t u g t   (1) 

In formula (1),  x t  represents the received signal; t  represents time; u  represents the 

transmission delay to be estimated;   is the phase offset to be estimated; b  is carrier offset;  g t  

is Gaussian white noise. Generally, the parameter u  to be estimated can be determined by timing 
synchronization, and the process of carrier synchronization is the estimation of phase  . The 
phase estimation can be calculated by maximum likelihood estimation. The phase is considered to 
be an unknown deterministic value, and the criterion is to find an estimated value of the phase to 
maximize the conditional probability density function [12]. The maximum likelihood estimation 
criterion uses conditional probability to measure the similarity between the estimated value and 
the theoretical value. The higher the similarity, the greater the conditional probability. In carrier 
synchronization, the symbol matrix is random, and the average value of likelihood function can be 
obtained by using the full probability formula, which can be understood as the signal is obtained 
by low-pass filter [13]. In this process, carrier frequency offset and phase offset compensation have 
two different ways: orthogonal down conversion and complex multiplication down conversion. 
The mode is to down convert signal at intermediate frequency, and the output value of loop filter 
controls the output carrier frequency and phase of the local NC oscillator, which gradually 
approaches the carrier frequency and phase [14]. After orthogonal down conversion and matched 
filtering, the in-phase branch signal can be expressed as: 

      ˆ ˆcos sinP q PP t h g           (2) 

In formula (2),  P t  represents the in-phase branch signal; P  represents the symbol matrix 

of in-phase components; ̂  represents the instantaneous phase output of local numerical controlled 
oscillator; h  represents the convolution of the shaping filter at the transmitter and the matched 

filter at the receiver; Pg  represents the value of Gaussian white noise of in-phase component after 

passing through matched filter. Similarly, the orthogonal branch signal can be expressed as: 

      ˆ ˆcos sinQ Q QQ t h g           (3) 

In formula (3),  Q t  represents orthogonal branch signal; Q  is the symbol matrix of 

orthogonal component; Qg  represents the value of the Gaussian white noise of the orthogonal 

component after passing through the matched filter. The way of complex multiplication is to first 
use the local carrier with fixed frequency to down convert the received signal to baseband. Then 
the carrier synchronization loop calculates the carrier frequency phase. Finally, the value is used 
to compensate data. Orthogonal down conversion and complex multiplication are equivalent. The 
phase accumulator outputs instantaneous phase according to the input frequency control word. 
Sine and cosine look-up table completes the mapping from instantaneous phase to sine and cosine 
signal amplitude. The phase detector calculates the phase deviation between the compensated 
signal phase and the ideal constellation point phase. When the carrier synchronization loop 
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converges, the output of the phase detector is zero or a small value [15]. The loop filter is mainly 
used to filter the high frequency components in the output signal of the phase detector and control 
the loop characteristics. According to the performance of PLL, the parameters of each module in 
the loop are determined reasonably. The output frequency of the loop filter is gradually close to 
the input signal frequency. After the frequency acquisition is completed, the phase locked loop 
completes the synchronization of the carrier frequency phase of the input signal. 
2.2 Design convolution operation module based on C language 

In order to further improve the multiplication and accumulation ability of the core module, 
the convolution operation is split, and the two-dimensional convolution operation is regarded as 
the smallest processing unit of the convolution module. Because the module contains a large 
number of multiply accumulate operations, it is also the most time-consuming module. In order to 
improve the throughput of convolution module and ensure that each clock cycle outputs a 
convolution result, this paper will use C language in the development and design of two-
dimensional convolution. First, create HLS project, specify chip or board model, design C 
language program. Then, the program is compiled, and the test file based on C language is written. 
It is executed to judge whether the simulation is wrong. If the simulation is wrong, modify the 
design according to the error indicated by HLS tool in time. If the simulation is correct, carry out 
comprehensive design. In the synthesis, HLS converts C language into RTL and generates a 
comprehensive report, which clearly shows the current clock rate, the number of clock cycles 
required by the module, resource utilization and port. Then, the comprehensive report is used to 
judge whether the current design meets the performance requirements [16]. If not, add optimization 
instructions to optimize the current design. If the requirements are met, the C/RTL co simulation 
will be carried out. If the co simulation reports an error, the design will be modified in time. If the 
C/RTL co simulation is correct, the RTL is packaged as an IP core and imported into the upper 
design module of FPGA to perform function call as a sub IP core. First, optimize the array. The 
array in the loop is mapped to the memory structure, and the array is configured to 2-port RAM 
by using instructions. Since the input array has only read operations and no write operations, the 
instruction configures the array as a multi port ROM. In convolution calculation, there are two 
ways of sharing, namely weight sharing and input sharing. This paper realizes the parallel 
processing of two INT8 MACC operations while sharing the same weight. The network is 
calculated as follows: 

   2 1 1 2n ns l l l        (4) 

In formula (4), s  represents the output of the network; nl  represents nonlinear transformation; 

n  represents the weight of each layer; n  is the number of layers. The output of the last layer is 

compared with the objective function to evaluate the quality of the network. The ideal network is 
convergent. The pre adder is usually used for efficient convolution computation. For three 
multidimensional vectors, the sum of them can be expressed as: 

 
1

0

2
M

kH   


   (5) 
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In formula (5), H  represents the sum of three multidimensional vectors;  ,   and   are 

multidimensional vectors; M  is the dimension; k  represents the high number, which can ensure 
that the low number does not overflow to the high number. By cascading every three convolution 
arrays, six multiplication and accumulation operations can be realized simultaneously. Secondly, 
the two-dimensional convolution is optimized circularly. For the four for loops in two-dimensional 
convolution, "%HLS pipeline" instruction is used to optimize them into pipelining operation, 
which increases the parallelism and reduces the delay of loops. After loop optimization, the four 
for loops are divided into several sub stages, and each stage is pipelined parallel computing. The 
clock period of the delay interval of the output convolution results is shortened. In array 
optimization, memory mapping is performed on the arrays involved in the operation, which 
increases the resource utilization [17]. Through the combination of array optimization and loop 
optimization, not only the structure of convolution operation is changed, but also the parallel ports 
participating in array operation are increased. It increases the throughput of a single clock cycle, 
further reduces the time consumption, and improves the efficiency compared with using loop 
optimization alone. 
2.3 Design of communication signal symbol synchronization loop algorithm 

Due to the influence of transmission delay, system clock uncertainty and other factors, the 
time consistency between the transmitter and receiver can not be guaranteed. If time 
synchronization is not carried out, the bit error rate of communication system will be increased, 
and even the system can not work normally. Moreover, compared with BPSK and QPSK 
modulation signals, 8PSK modulation signal has smaller Euclidean distance between adjacent 
constellation points and is more sensitive to time error. In the digital communication system, the 
method of time synchronization at both ends of the system is called symbol synchronization or bit 
synchronization. The purpose of symbol synchronization is to make the clock signal of the receiver 
and the clock of the transmitter in the same frequency and phase, so that the signal used for decision 
is the sample value output at the best sampling time [18]. Because the time delay is uncertain, the 
interpolation filter should be able to adapt to the change of time delay. When the loop converges, 
the output of the interpolation filter is the sample value of the signal when the signal eye pattern 
opens to the maximum. According to Nyquist sampling theorem, when the sampling rate is more 
than twice the maximum frequency of the signal, the original signal can be completely recovered 
by the signal sampling value. Then the recovered signal is resampled to obtain different sampling 
rate signals, and the conversion of sampling rate is completed [19]. After the signal passes through 
the analog-to-digital converter and filter, a continuous time signal is obtained. 

     z t i t y t vT   (6) 

In formula (6),  z t  represents continuous time signal;  i t  represents the input sampling 

signal; y  represents the impulse response of interpolation filter; v  is sampling times; T  represents 

the sampling interval of the input signal. According to formula (6), the interpolation point can be 
calculated in the digital field. The interpolation output value is the weighted summation of a section 
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of input sampling points. The basic pointer is introduced to decide which two sampling points to 
interpolate. The calculation formula is as follows: 

/I T T     (7) 

In formula (7), I  represents the basic pointer;   is the filter pointer; T  is the sampling 

interval of interpolation filter output. Therefore, in practice, it is used to approximate the 
interpolation filter. The sampling value output by the interpolator goes through the timing error 
detection module to calculate the deviation between the interpolation time and the optimal 
sampling time of the interpolator [20]. The timing error is smoothed by the loop filter, and the 
interpolation controller determines the interpolation base point and fractional interval, and then 
adjusts the interpolation time of the interpolator until the loop converges and completes symbol 
synchronization. The function of timing error detection algorithm is to calculate the deviation 
between the interpolation time and the best sampling time of interpolator, which is similar to the 
phase detector in PLL circuit. The error output expression is as follows: 

       1 1
1 1

2 2P P Q Q

j j
p T j j q T j j                  (8) 

In formula (8),   represents the error; p  and q  respectively represent the timing error 

detection input of the same phase branch and the orthogonal branch respectively; j  represents the 

symbol number; P  and Q  represent the decision output of the same phase branch and the 

orthogonal branch respectively. When there is no timing error, the sampling value between the two 
symbols should be zero. When the timing error exists, the size of the intermediate sampling value 
can be used to represent the size of the timing error. We only need to know the difference between 
the adjacent sampling points to determine whether the timing error is ahead or behind. Thus, the 
symbol synchronization of the input signal timing loop is completed. 
3 System performance test 
3.1 Construction of experimental environment 

It designs a digital communication system based on C language. The performance of the 
system is tested. The test environment mainly includes FPGA board, AD9364 development board, 
computer, signal generator, spectrum analyzer, noise generator and DC power supply. The model 
of signal source is Agilent vector signal generator N9310A, which can provide test signals in the 
range of 9kHz-3GHz for AD9364 receiving function test. The spectrometer is Agilent N9322C, 
which can observe signals in the range of 9kHz-7GHz, and is used to test the transmitting function 
of AD9364. 16 channels of QPSK signals are input, and the length of each channel is 5000, and 
the code rate is 152.6 kbaud. Statistics of data reading time, data processing time and the total 
running time of the system, the test results are shown in Table 3. 
Table 3 System running time 
Treatment method Data reading time 

(s) 
Data processing 
time (s) 

Total system 
running time (s) 

Serial 0.87 0.019 0.89 
2-way parallel 0.84 0.012 0.88 
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4-way parallel 0.85 0.009 0.86 
8-way parallel 0.83 0.012 0.85 
16-way parallel 0.84 0.013 0.86 

According to the results in Table 3, the serial data processing time is about 0.02s, and the 
parallel data processing time is obviously less than the serial data processing time. When 4-way 
parallel, the data processing efficiency is high, and the system performance is the best. The parallel 
function test results show that the system can realize the carrier synchronization of digital 
communication signals and realize the multi-channel parallel mediation of signals. Next, further 
test the overall performance of this system. 
3.2 System simulation performance analysis 

In the communication system, there is usually noise interference in the channel, and the 
channel noise may cause the transmission symbol to produce errors (for example, the transmitted 
signal is 1, while the received signal is 0; and vice versa). Error level is usually expressed by bit 
error rate (BER) or symbol error rate (SER), which is also the most basic index to measure the anti 
noise performance of a digital communication system. The formula of BER to express the 
transmission quality of digital system is "one bit error in the number of bits". The theoretical BER 
of QPSK signal is: 

1
2 10lg 1 10lg

2

B B
w f R f snr

V V

                        
 (9) 

In formula (9), w  represents BER; f  is the right tail function of standard normal distribution, 

which is often used to calculate the relationship between BER and SNR in communication theory; 
R  is the SNR; B  is baseband bandwidth; V  is the symbol rate. In the whole digital 
communication signal processing system, different SNR noises are added to QPSK modulated 
signals. Compare the number of the demodulated symbols with that of the original transmitter, and 
draw the BER curve, as shown in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5 QPSK BER simulation curve 

Gaussian white noise of corresponding frequency band is added to the channel to get different 
SNR. According to the simulation curve in Figure 5, the measured and theoretical BER curves are 
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basically consistent, and the difference between them is within 1dB under the condition of high 
SNR, which is acceptable within the allowable error range. The above results verify the 
effectiveness of the whole system scheme, and the system greatly improves the BER performance 
of signal processing. 
4 Conclusion 

It designs a digital communication system based on C language, and studies carrier 
synchronization and symbol synchronization. It shows that the system can greatly improve the 
BER performance. Combined with the work, the shortcomings and future research are prospected 
as follows: (1) in the aspect of carrier synchronization, the algorithm is optimized to realize the 
adaptive adjustment of loop filter parameters. According to the different received signals, the 
parameters are adjusted, and the pre filtering module is added before the signal enters the carrier 
synchronization module to filter out the noise caused by channel transmission and other aspects, 
so as to improve the loop stability performance. At the same time, the theoretical analysis is 
strengthened, and the transient analysis and steady-state analysis of the loop impulse response and 
step response under different excitation signals are carried out. (2) In the aspect of symbol 
synchronization, using parallel interpolation may occupy more memory resources to a certain 
extent. The improved algorithm only improves the interpolation filter and timing error detector. In 
the following work, we will further discuss the loop filter and numerical controlled oscillator, and 
analyze the influence of loop order and different parameter settings on the loop performance. (3) 
In order to improve the efficiency of parallel computing, we should study the knowledge of parallel 
computing deeply. 
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